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Part I – a brief history of the how (and why) streetcars disappeared from NYC (1920s1961)
During the early 1920’s the demand for autos, tires and gasoline had “flattened out” – the
automobile market was saturated. In other words, most of the consumers who wanted to buy a
car, already had one.
Alfred P. Sloan took the Presidency of General Motors (GM) in 1923. Sloan had an idea to
increase the demand for his companies products. Sloan sought to create a “captive market” by
forcing municipalities to convert their largely profitable, pollution free electric streetcar systems
to inferior buses. Thus, the National City Lines (NCL) holding company was created. NCL was
subsidized and controlled by automobile manufacturer GM, tire maker Firestone, and the largest
oil / gasoline companies (Standard Oil and Atlantic-Richfield). Furthermore, NCL also took
control of a preexisting business called the Electric Vehicle Corporation (EVC).
EVC is a lesser known component leading to the demise of NYC's streetcars. First, EVC conned
New York Railways (a profitable private Manhattan / Bronx streetcar operator) into funneling
nearly all its profits into EVC. EVC supposed to be sponsoring the mass production of electric
cars and electric trucks. However, this was a total fraud. EVC instead laundered NY Railway’s
investment money into GM for further gasoline powered bus / automobile production.
Once NY Railways was sufficiently bled out through the EVC fraud, NCL approached the nearly
sainted Mayor of NYC Fiorello LaGaurdia, and offered him an” under the table” interest in
NCL, if he helped NCL dismantle NYC’s streetcar network, and replace it with GM buses
burning Standard Oil gas, and rolling on Firestone tires1. This subsequently happened.
Furthermore, by using New York City as a template, NCL systematically took control of surface
transit in over 40 U.S. cities, ripping up track, cutting down wire, and flipping operations to the
buses of NCL.2
1 (Brooklyn Eagle, Feb 1 1935, p18)
2 Sources for NCL / EVC and related:
- The Automobile Age by James J. Fink, pg 365
- The Electric Vehicle by Gijs Mom - Please read entire book
- Internal Combustion by Edwin Black - Please read entire book
- American Ground Transport-A Proposal for Restructuring the Automobile, Truck, Bus and Rail Industries
by Bradford Snell. Note: John A. Ritchie, for example, served as chairman of GM's bus division and
president of Omnibus from 1926 to well after motorization was completed.
- Statement of Bradford C. Snell Before the United States Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly
Presented at Hearings on the Ground Transportation Industries, in Connection With S1167, February 26,
1974
- Taken For A Ride: The Driving Force Behind the Death of Public transit in America
http://www.pbs.org/pov/takenforaride/

NYC Mayor LaGuardia facilitated NCL's destruction of New York City's streetcar systems by
refusing to renew NYC streetcar franchises, and changing NYC city policy to favor G.M. busses
- and nothing else. When LaGuardia realized the new "PCC" streetcar technology had revitalized
Brooklyn streetcar operator B&QT (BMT), he personally prevented the federal government from
financing 500 more PCCs for use in Brooklyn and Queens. Further, LaGuardia forbade the Third
Avenue Railway System (Manhattan/Bronx) from buying new, modern streetcars to replace their
aging fleet.3
NCL's hostile takeover and destruction of New York's non-polluting, efficient and profitable
private streetcar operators exemplified their business model of deception and crony capitalism.
This business model was enacted through back room deals, fraud & deception. In the late 1940’s
NCL was exposed, and found guilty in Federal court of purposely and maliciously destroying the
U.S. streetcar system. The verdict was upheld by the Supreme Court on appeal during the early
1950s. However, but because those in power felt they needed GM, Standard Oil and Firestone to
help fight the Korean War, and the Cold War against the Soviet Union, NCL was fined a mere
$5,000. Furthermore, instead of jailing the corporate officers, which is what the federal
prosecutors had requested, they were each fined $1.
NCL took profitable privately operated pollution-free streetcar systems, systematically
dismantled and scrapped them. The polluting bus systems that replaced them were neither
ecologically or economically sustainable. Once streetcars systems were irreversibly converted to
bus systems, the operation of the bus system was typically dumped by NCL. NCL found that the
bus systems they had created (unlike the streetcar systems they replaced) were typically not
profitable ventures without heavy government subsidy. This is how the operation of mass-transit
lines shifted to being operated and/or subsidized by municipal governments. To this day, bus
systems operating in US cities have to be maintained at great taxpayer expense, with both capital
and operation (day-to-day operations) subsidized by the taxpayers. This is is stark contrast to the
streetcar systems they replaced that had 'farebox recovery ratios' sufficient to cover both
operational and capital expenses, and required zero taxpayer subsidy.
The 1939 “BMT” – (later NYCT) balance sheets4 show the Brooklyn “PCC” streetcar fleet
(which included 50 technologically advanced PCC style streetcars (that ran in Brooklyn from
1936- 1956) were making a substantial yearly profit (with an approximate 125% farebox
recovery ratio). These streetcar lines received zero government subsidies.
The BMT was planning to keep many of its Brooklyn streetcar routes. Furthermore, the 1940
Study commissioned by the Brooklyn & Queens Transit Corp. and Brooklyn Bus Corp.5, they
found that switching their 28 busiest streetcar lines to busses or electric busses would cost the
BMT between $1,000,000. and $3,000,000. (in 1940s dollars) per year .

3

Source: “How the promising PCC car was prematurely derailed”. IEEE Spectrum, December, 1986 pg 51.
We included a section of this document, at the end of this chapter

4

We included a scan of this document in this document, at the end of this chapter

In conclusion streetcars were removed for no good reason. This was a huge blunder mostly
fueled by nothing other than fraud, deception and the greed of a handful of 20th century “robber
barons”. The last streetcars in Brooklyn stopped running in 1956, and Brooklyn's once extensive
streetcar system was abandoned. The tracks paved over, the overhead catenary wires and poles
dismantled and scrapped. The last streetcar route in the City of New York, the Queensboro6
bridge line between Queens and Manhattan stopped running in 1961.

5

See p.12: “A study of the economics of the use of various types of mass transportation vehicles on the
surface system in Brooklyn”. Brooklyn & Queens Transit Corp. and Brooklyn Bus Corp. Brooklyn, NY 1940

6

Although typically spelled Queensborough today, the original plans refer to the bridge as Queensboro

From: “How the promising PCC car was prematurely derailed”. IEEE Spectrum, December,
1986 pg 51.

BMT company documents, 1939

Part II : The CNG Bus industry and the resistance within certain circles, to the return of
streetcars to New York City?
One source of resistance to streetcars has always been the fossil fuel industry. Electric powered
streetcars are viewed as a competitor to CNG and diesel fueled busses. The natural gas (CNG)
industry profits from overcharging New York City Transit (NYCT) with fuel for their bus fleet
(much of this fleet has been converted to run off of CNG). Whereas other alternative fuels like
Biodiesel are derived from renewable resources such as plants and algae fermentation, natural
gas is a fossil fuel.
“Natural Gas is no more “natural” than crude oil and is extracted from the earth in a similar
manner to crude oil. Furthermore: “Methane, the primary component of natural gas, is an
invisible climate change “accelerant” — warming the earth at 84 times the rate of carbon
dioxide.”7 To provide some additional context: “Natural” gas is the primary raw material
utilized to manufacture most plastic products. In the United States, plastics are not made from
crude oil. “[Plastics] are manufactured from hydrocarbon gas liquids (HGL) and natural gas.
HGL are byproducts of petroleum refining and natural gas processing.”8
We will further discuss the ecological ramifications of natural gas storage, extraction, and
processing. However first we will focus on the profits being extracted from the MTA /NYCT
through their CNG supplier. NYCT purchases fuel for its CNG busses through its sole sorce
supplier contract with Trillium USA. Fuel cost for the CNG buses is based on the commodity
natural gas price plus an additional charge from Trillium USA to pay the operation and
maintenance cost of the CNG fueling station
“The average natural gas commodity price during the evaluation period was $1.00 per
therm and the Trillium USA charge was $0.25 per therm for a total cost of $1.25 per
therm or $1.74 per diesel energy equivalent gallon. The average diesel fuel cost . . . was
$1.78 per gallon during the evaluation period. This translates into a CNG bus study group
fuel cost per mile 45% higher than the hybrid buses and 31% higher than the diesel study
group at West Farms Depot." 9
Essentially NYCT is paying exorbitant prices for the fuel and fuel storage / stations for their fleet
of 5000+ CNG busses. The CNG busses are significantly more expensive to operate in terms of
Fuel cost. They have outsourced their fueling station to Trillium USA, a company out of
Midland Texas with ties to the Bush family. NYCT's contract ensures that NYCT pays
$.25/Therm extra charge in addition to the base price for CNG. The published price for a therm
of Natural Gas on Long Island (which 2 boroughs of NYC reside on) is currently
$0.519/Therm.10 This means that hefty profits are being made – an aprox. 50% service charge
7 http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/california-natural-gas-leak-just-one-of-thousands-acrosscountry/
8 http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=34&t=6
9 (Source: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy07osti/40125.pdf see page " ix " under "Fuel Cost")
10 2/4/2016 published residential prices for Natural gas (MTA should pay a lower wholesale rate, which
means that an even larger % their fuel cost being Trillium's CNG fee):
http://www.newyorknatgas.com/residential/national-grid-long-island/

profit on natural gas, atop the profits they make on the gas itself. This outrageous taxpayer ripoff is equivalent to driving up to your local gas station and being charged an extra dollar for
every $2 gallon of fuel you pump into your car. Essentially paying $3 for the same fuel
everyone else pays $2 a gallon for. We are not experts on CNG, however one would think that
NYCT could purchase CNG in a more economical manner.
A CNG bus engine is essentially a diesel engine that uses CNG instead of "#2 fuel oil" for its
energy source. As with all fossil fuels, the chemical combustion reaction of natural gas results in
CO2 (greenhouse gas) production.11 Furthermore, CNG engines typically need overhaul or
replacement much sooner than conventional diesel engines – this raises the overall expense of
operating these busses over a long-term period. According to the MTA's figures: “The cost of
operating 200 CNG buses for 30 years would be $60.1 million more than the cost of operating
200 [exhaust / emission] filter-equipped buses, or $2 million more per year.”12
Both CNG and diesel "CO2 Emission" from buses is among the worse generators of urban
"Green House Gas". An electric streetcar has NO tailpipe, therefore zero pollution emission13.
FYI, diesel fuel is only somewhat filthier than CNG: DIESEL CO2 emission scores about a
"161", and CNG rates about a "117", on the International Metric used to measure CO2 pollution
emissions (see next page).

11 Official federal comparison of Natural Gas (CNG) to Diesel fuel:
https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=73&t=11
12 http://www.osti.gov/scitech/servlets/purl/829622/ (see document page 30 / pdf page 34)
13 The localized pollution is always zero, the total pollution is also close to zero if electricity from
renewable sources is utilized (wind power, solar power, hydroelectric power, etc.)

Although natural gas is slightly cleaner (in terms of CO2) when combusted than diesel fuel, its
ecological destruction cannot be quantified through using only this variable. the perception that
Natural gas is a clean and sustainable alternative fuel is an act of greenwashing.
Natural gas is primarily composed of Methane. As previously cited, Methane is 8400% more
powerful a climate change agent than carbon dioxide carbon dioxide. Much of this methane is
converted to CO2 during combustion. However, during the extraction, processing and storage of
natural gas, vast quantities of methane are released into the atmosphere.
A) The environmental dangers of Natural gas storage (geological storage below ground)
Currently in Los Angles, Ca, there is a natural gas leak that “is the equivalent of the BP oil spill,
except it’s on land, in a populated community,” said Mitchell Englander, the Los Angeles city
councilman who represents [the district].”14 The leak in the Los angles neighborhood of Porter
Rancha is an ecological disaster that has necessitated the depopulation of an urban area. Like the
disaster with the BP oil well a few years ago, this leak has has taken months to plug. As of
14 http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/07/us/california-governor-declares-emergency-over-los-angeles-gasleak.html

2/10/2016 crews are just beginning the process to drill the relief well (the beginning of the
process to plug the leak). It has been an out of control ecological disaster for months: “The
fissure at the Southern California Gas Company site, which began in late October, had been
sending an estimated 100,000 pounds of methane into the air each hour.”15
“The well is more than 8,500 feet deep, and stores 86 billion cubic feet of gas. The well
failure is thought to have occurred 1,000 feet underground. At the leak's peak, it was
spewing at about 72 million standard cubic feet of methane a day, which emitted the
same amount of global warming pollution as driving 9 million cars a day, according to
Tim O'Connor, who runs EDF's oil and gas program in California.”16
This disaster is not yet resolved and has polluted the air to such a significant degree, that people
have become ill. The closest town has essentially been abandoned as people are forced to move
away due to health reasons. It is a colossal ecological disaster. “The climate damage done by the
unprecedented leak will be harder to track — and may extend to the furthest reaches of the
globe.”17
Lastly, this one leak spewing pollution equivelent to “driving 9 million cars a day” is just one of
thousands of natural gas leaks across the US.
A recent Cornell University study titled showed that taking into consideration the Natural gas
leaks when calculating the carbon footprint of Natural Gas eliminates natural gas’ supposed
green advantage.18
Just in case you are not yet convinced of the dubious nature of natural gas' greenwashed
reputation, next we will discuss the irreversible pollution of drinking water caused by Natural
gas drilling and extraction. And oh yea, there are also the man made earthquakes that
accompany natural gas drilling.
A few years ago New York state considered lifting its moratorium on natural gas drilling:
“Parts of New York sit atop the gas-rich Marcellus shale formation, and Cuomo had been
trying to balance the prospects for the economic development seen in Ohio and
Pennsylvania against environmentalists’ warnings that fracking might taint water and
make farmland unusable.
15 http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/california-natural-gas-leak-just-one-of-thousands-acrosscountry/
16 http://mashable.com/2016/01/13/california-gas-leak-super-emitter/#Etgz061lTEqS
17 http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/california-natural-gas-leak-just-one-of-thousands-acrosscountry/
18 “A bridge to nowhere: methane emissions and the greenhouse gas footprint of natural gas”
http://www.eeb.cornell.edu/howarth/publications/Howarth_2014_ESE_methane_emissions.pdf

The balancing act ended in December with Cuomo’s decision to follow the advice of the
health department and ban the practice . . . New York State has a ban on place on new
natural gas well drilling using the hydro-fracking method.”19
The environmental risks of hydro-frack drilling of natural gas were significant enough of a threat
to New York's aquifers and farms that new fracked natural gas wells have been banned in all of
New York State. However, natural gas fracking is widespread in PA, an area that supplies much
of the gas utilized in the NYC metro area. One example of this happened recently in
Pennsylvania where officials fined Chesapeake Energy over $1 million dollars for environmental
pollution due to their natural gas drilling practices. Chesapeake Energy contaminated a drinking
water aquifer used by 16 families in Bradford County20.
In Chesapeake Energy's home state of Oklahoma, the state's enthusiastic embrace of natural gas
hydro-fracking coupled with lax regulation has led to unprecedented and atypical seismic activity
in that region of the country. Some of these such as the M5.6 earthquake in Prague, Oklahoma21
would be large enough to bring down buildings and be completely cataclysmic if they occurred
in a densely populated urban area. This induced seismic activity (human created earthquakes
are often the byproduct of this type of natural gas extraction.
Until 2009, Oklahoma experienced an average of just two earthquakes per year with a magnitude
of 3.0 or more. But that was before a dramatic increase in hydraulic fracturing [natural gas wells]
in the state . . . in 2015 alone, 857 earthquakes in the state registered 3.0 or more on the Richter
scale.22
A summary of our findings relating to CNG powered mass transit vehicles:
although site specific pollution from a CNG bus may be marginally better than a conventional
diesel bus, the ecological and environmental ramifications of utilizing natural gas are significant.
The carbon footprint of CNG is no better than gasoline and diesel when leaking wells and
storage facilities are factored in. And the man made earthquake and aquifer pollution that
accompany contemporary natural gas extraction make CNG a less green seeming alternative to
our fossil fuel dilemma. Lastly CNG busses are far more expensive to operate than conventional
diesel busses.
Therefore we can conclude that CNG is not a viable clean alternative to (zero emission) electric
powered streetcars.
19 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-29/n-y-officially-bans-fracking-with-release-ofseven-year-study
20 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/18/chesapeake-energy-gas-drilling-pa-fine_n_863509.html
21 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/induced/

22 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/pamela-worth/got-science-will-oklahoma_b_9195262.html

Part III: The Reasons why Streetcars are Preferable to Busses
Question #1:
Why is electricity preferable to CNG or Diesel? In addition to the fact that electric streetcars
create zero pollution, electric traction power is also technologically superior to combustion
technology.
CNG and diesel powered vehicles have poor acceleration and brake rates when compared with
electric streetcars. It is impossible for them to maintain a 12mph or better average speed. Don't
be put off by overhead wires, we already have official (in writing) NYFD approved safety power
cut off switching system, and small commercial ac to dc "power conversion packs," that safely
and economically, eliminates the need for large, expensive, and unsightly power substations. We
will provide this technology to the City.

A look inside BHRA's custom made streetcar power supply

Question #2 - Why a vehicle on a fixed track? (Rails rather than tires)
a. People who wont ride a bus will ride a streetcar, streetcars are proved to wean people
out of their private autos, a bus does not, and never will:

b: Back in the early 1960's Jeffrey Zupan and Boris Pushkarev of the Regional Plan Assn.
discovered the "Rail Factor", wherein when people see rails in the
street, they have confidence a streetcar is coming shortly to pick them up. A simple bus stop sign
instills little confidence in customers, that a bus will come in a reasonable length of time (or
maybe never at all, if you live in Red Hook or other "Transportation Deserts")

section IIIc: Transit Oriented Development- BUSES CANT DO THIS (again, the "Rail Factor") –

d) Energy Conservation- a rail vehicle only uses 5% (five percent) the energy of a rubber
tire road vehicle- take a Bus for example. This is a form of Friction called "Fractional
Hysteretic Energy Loss" (the flat place on a rubber tire where it touches the road surface):

Section IV: A 'shovel ready' "BQX" streetcar project:
BHRA already went through the approval process necessary to construct the portion of this line
in Red Hook, Brooklyn. Since the proposed BQX line will go through this section of Brooklyn,
implementation of this project could begin in Red Hook and be extended from that
neighborhood. Here is a selection of the approvals for this project that are already in place.

Here is an example of one possibly route for the Red Hook section of the BQX project

The BQX streetcar will have ample intermodal connections to subway service. A large percentage of
the streetcar trips will involve a transfer to the NYC Subway system so route selection should allow these
transfers to be efficient and convenient

For the BQX plan we have also come up with an alternate proposal to build a new lift bridge so instead of
going up to smith-9th station, the route could take a more direct route south-east into sunset park. The
map on the following page shows that route possibility, and some other possible routes the project could
utilize between Sunset Park, Brooklyn and Astoria, Queens.

Part V : Suggestions for creating a user friendly streetcar system with faster boarding

times, and fewer problems with traffic congestion
It is important that the BQX be configured to minimize delays caused by traffic congestion. Here are a
few suggestions:
1) Streetcar boarding stops placed an appropriate distance apart.
Another thing that will speed up the route are station stops placed and appropriate distance apart. The
right distance between stations speeds up the line by minimizing stops, while still having the stations a
short walk from one-another. See the next page for our ideas relating to this:

2) Adopting a Sensible and Efficient Fare Collection System
An efficient Fare Collection System will speed boarding times. In NYC there is actually a model that has
been tested with the Select Bus Service. Prior to boarding passengers put their Metrocards in the machine
located at the station and receive a paper ticket. This is one of many possible models that could be
utilized on the proposed BQX streetcar line.

This picture courtesy of NYC.gov:
http://www.nyc.gov/html/brt/html/about/sbs-features.shtml

3) A Streetcar Priority Traffic Signal System
The use of traffic-priority signal systems help speed the streetcars throughout the route without being
hindered by poorly timed stop lights. This has already been implemented on the MTA's Select Bus
Service (SBS).

4) Boarding Area Design
Unlike a bus which has doors only on one side, streetcars typically have doors that open on both sides.
This allows streetcars to utilize two types of boarding areas.
a) Bus Bulbs (curbside boarding areas)

23

23 Portland, Or. streetcar picture from:
http://blogdowntown.com/ah/i/eaa0cc09622047797a621851eab3ac64/1020-m.jpg

b) Center Boarding Islands

This picture shows center boarding islands used by the Portland, Or. streetcar system

24 Picture source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/joelplutchak/3502142925/
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Part VI : Speeding up a streetcar system: ROW configurations for higher speed streetcar system

1) Semi-independent Right-Of_Ways (ROW) and independent ROWs whenever possible.
Independent traffic lane can be designated along sections of the route. One way of doing this would be to
have these lanes function similar to the express bus lanes in manhattan. Passenger cars and commercial
vehicles would be prohibited in these lanes, but these lanes could also be used by emergency vehicles.

San Fransisco: Semi-independent ROW for use by Streetcars and Busses25

25 http://images.greatergreaterwashington.org/images/201506/180025.jpg

Dedicated Streetcar Right-of-Way in Toronto, Canada26
26 Picture courtesy of the Toronto Sun

A third way is to utilize true grade separation – such as a tunnel or an overpass. Ex. having the streetcar
utilize an existing overpass or tunnel may is a possibility. An example of this would be to run the
streetcar through the abandoned Atlantic Avenue Tunnel from the waterfront to the downtown Brooklyn
transit hub.

Streetcar In Boston entering tunnel27 - An interesting side note is that the PCC streetcar we
have in Red Hook used to run on this line.

27 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streetcars_in_North_America

One more independent ROW option worth mentioning is that the streetcar could operate on an elevated
section on top a highway. This would look similar to the AirTrain structure that is above the expressway
between JFK and Jamaica, Queens. This streetcar line could be extended from Astoria, Queens east atop
the Grand Central Parkway to LGA Airport. Essentially the streetcar would take you directly to the
airport. There would be a cross platform transfer that would take to to the rail shuttle that runs between
the terminals. This route would make the trip from the "N" train to LGA very fast.

Cleveland Streetcar on type of overpass that could be used to connect with LGA 28

28 Picture source: http://www.clevelandstreetcar.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/elevated.jpg

Alternately, an independent ROW can be landscaped rather than hard-scaped. Instead on embedding
the tracks into the roadway, the tracks can be placed in a grassy median. New Orleans utilizes landscaped
track extensively.

St. Charles streetcar line in New Orleans (above picture).
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